Facilitator Self check-in

- Am I trusting God for the group and each individual? __
- (It's not on me if they get it or not)
- Do I demonstrate “Confident competence” with skills, worksheets? __
- Am I coming prepared? ______
- Am I getting my needs met by the group?___
- Am I taking progress or failure too personally?__
- Do I have accountability for codependence?___
- Who am I over-reacting to? ___
- What is the name of the button they pushing? __
- Am I working harder than the group?__
- Too much;
  - Talking about myself? ___
  - Teaching? ___
  - Advice? ____
  - Worrying? ___
  - Rescuing? __
  - Counseling? ___

Who can I ask for help and accountability in the above areas? ____
When? ___